
IN THE CLAIMS:

Please amend the claims as follows:

(Amended) A method in a process control system, in which a terminal displays

symbols illustrating parts of a process and information about the status of the process, related to

concrete places iir^he operating environment of the process, such as actuators, pumps, measuring

devices, process equiraient parts, [or the like, characterized in that] wherein corresponding graphic

images are allotted to said concrete places, indicating the location of the place in the process, and

these graphic images can be\isplayed in the operating environment of the process control system

when the process is running.

in

2. (Amended) The method according to claim 1, [characterized in that] wherein

the graphic image is displayed by activating \nth an input device of the terminal the representation

corresponding to a desired concrete place and displayed on the display device ofthe terminal, [such

as] said display device comprising at least one ofa s)ai;ibol[,] and text[, or the like] that indicates said

concrete place.

3. (Amended) The method according to claimU [or 2, characterized in that]

wherein a separate graphic image is provided for each of a pluralityspf concrete places.

4. (Amended) The method according to claim 1 [or 2, characterized in that]

wherein at least some of the concrete places are illustrated in the same graphic image and the place

whose virtual image can be displayed as a graphic image of its own, is shown in thb^graphic image
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in\a distinguished manner, [such as] said showing comprising one of by circling, by a changed

bacKground, by a symbol, [or] in a corresponding manner.

sX (Amended) The method according to [any ofthe preceding claims, characterized

in that] claim L wherein the graphic image can be displayed with the display device in parallel with

corresponding information indicating the status of the process, [particularly] together with

information relatecTto the place being displayed, [for example] in such a way that the information is

displayed ready within the retrieved graphic image or otherwise linked to it in such a way that it can

be retrieved. \

6 . (Amended) The method according to [any ofthe preceding claims, characterized

in that] claim L wherein the termmal, which comprises the display device and the input device, is

portable or wearable and [it] is in a wireless data transmission connection with the process control

system. \

7. (Amended) The method accbrdmg to [any ofthe preceding claims, characterized

in that] claim L wherein the graphic image comprises one or several portions which can be displayed

as a separate graphic image of its own, [preferably im wherein said separate graphic image is at least

one of a more detailed view [and/or] and provided witti additional data,

8 . (Amended) The method according to [anjrofthe preceding claims, characterized

in that] claim L wherein the graphic image [can be] is processed when it is displayed, [for example]
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in such 21 way that a 3-dimensional graphic image [can be] is at least one ofturned in different angles

of viewing\iand/or it can be] and is enlarged.

9. (Amended) The method according to [any ofthe preceding claims, characterized

in that] claim L wherein the graphic image is a virtual image corresponding to a 3-dimensional view

ofthe concrete placeX

10. (Amended) \ A process control system, comprising

a terminal (4) having a display device (4a) and an input device (4b),

a user intermce software (3) connected to the terminal and to a process,

[in the] said usb* interface software (3) comprising, several process graphic

images (5), each oRsaid several process graphic images containing symbols or

representations of cbncrete places of a plant where the process to be

controlled takes place, \

[in the] said user interface software (3) fiirther comprising, several images (6)

that correspond to respective>symbols or representations of at least one of

said process graphic [diagram] images (5), and

means for visualizing at least one ofs^d several images (6), connected to the

input device (4b), [means for visualiziW an image (6)] upon activating a

corresponding symbol or representation iii said process graphic [diagram]

images (5). \
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Please add the following new claims.

1 . (New) A method in a process control system, comprising the steps of:

displaying, with a terminal, symbols illustrating parts of a process control system;

displaying, with said terminal, information regarding the status ofsaid process control system

related to concretevplaces in an operating environment of said process control system, said concrete

places comprising act^tors, pumps, measuring devices and process equipment parts;

allotting corresponding graphic images to said concrete places, said graphic images indicating

a location in said process comrol system; and

displaying said graphic inu^ges in said operating environment of said process control system

when the process is running.

in 12. (New) The method according to claim 1 1, further comprising the steps of

;^ displaying the graphic image by activating, with an input device of the terminal, a

I'll \

%^ representation corresponding to a desired concrete place; and

n displaying on the display device ofthe terminal at^east one ofa symbol and text that indicates

said concrete place.

1 3 . (New) The method according to claim 1 1 ,
^herein a separate graphic image

is provided for each of a plurality of concrete places.

14. (New) The method according to claim 1 1, fiirther comprising the steps of

illustrating at least some of said concrete places in a same graphic imagei and
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\ showing a concrete place, whose virtual image can be displayed as a graphic image ofits own,

in said gkaphic image in a distinguishing manner, said distinguishing manner comprising one of by

circling, byschanging a background, by a symbol, and in any other corresponding manner.

15. (Nh^) The method according to claim 1 1, further comprising the step of

displaying saiov graphic image, with the display device in parallel, with corresponding

information indicating the\status of the process, together with information related to the concrete

place being displayed, in such\way that the information is displayed within a retrieved graphic image

or otherwise linked to said retrieved graphic image in such a way that the information is retrievable.

16. (New) The method according to claim 11, wherein the terminal, which

comprises the display device and the inputvdevice, is portable or wearable and is in a wireless data

transmission coimection with the process control system.

17. (New) The method according to claim 11, wherein the graphic image

comprises one or several portions which can be dispu^yed as a separate graphic image of its own,

wherein said separate graphic image is at least one of\ more detailed view and provided with

additional data. \

18. (New) The method according to claim 1 1, mrther comprising the step of

processing the graphic image when said graphic image is displ^ed, in such a way that a

3-dimensional graphic image is at least one ofturned in different angles ofviewing and is enlarged.
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